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Roto-Bindicator.
Platon'M'-valve.
Air operated miniature
control valve
for automatic
control of
most media.
THE CONTROL CENTRES
Rueger thermometers.
Barksdale piston pressure switch
for pressures up to 315 bar.
Phone: 522355. 522018. 522229. Telex: 24467
4 WALKINSTOWN ROAD, DUBLIN 12
MANOTHERM lTD.
Controls and Gauges for all industries
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111_111111111111111111
1Q KNOCKBRACKEN PARK, BELFAST 8T60HL
Thermocouples &
resistance
thermometers
West WE 01 process controller
THOMMEN CALIBRATOR EM
~
Type EM 421
410 x 260 x 230 mm
approx 8, kg
96mm square metal case.
PD +PI control action.
Limit comparator & controlling
output option.
Indep. from mains Separate power supply 24V D.e.
Phone 645966
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Alien
Ygnis
Hot water boilers
400,000 - 24 million
btu/h Steam Boilers
250 - 2,400 Ibs/h
Combination boilers 250,000 - 2 million
btu/h
A Total Capability in ReSidential,
Commercial and Industrial Heating Plant.
Representing exclusively in Ireland the
following.
THERMO-AIR:-'
Stainless steel
twin wall
industrial
chimney
systems from
5" up to 36'!
1.0.
New high efficiency Irish
Air Heater, gas or oil
fired capacities 80,000 -
1,000,000 btu/h.
HEATING
PLANT
Oil Burners
60,000 - 24 million btu/h
New natural gas burners
60,000 - 24 million btu/h.
Hevac
Triflow Capillary Fittings
for Irish Copper Sizes
Domestic: Duel fuel boilers
55,000 to 250,000 btulH
Industrial: 300,000 to 5 million btu/Ii
Also full range of Francia Hoval steel panel
radiators.
"Rio" Domestic and
Commercial oil fired
boilers 60,000 - 604,000
btu/h Rio Gas Boilers
(Atmospheric Type)
60,000 - 400,000 btu/h
Gas fired overhead infra-red heaters 26,000
to 140,000 btu/h. LPG or towns gas.
Also solid fuel handling equipment, fluidised bed boilers and incineration.
HEVAC LIMITED, L1STER COMPLEX, BALLYMOUNT ROAD, CLONDALKIN, CO. DUBLIN.
TEL: 519411. CORK, TEL: (021) 500166
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Send for complete, fully illustrated RIDGID catalogue.
Ridge Tool (UK)
Royston Road, Baldock, Herts. Tel: 0462 893421
or threaders
The tools for the professional.
If you are a plumbing contractor,
electrical contractor or are
involved in plant maintenance
and you need ...
pipe threading machines
or reamers
you can get them all from
RIDGID
·RI
Gerry Murphy,
Managing Director, ITTEX Ltd.
Irelooc1's J)uil~ Servic '
EXHIBITION
Welcome 10
Welcome to IhVex '83 which in conjunction
with lIectra '83 makes it the biggest combined
exhibition of building services equipment
staged in Ireland. This new recipe of combining
the shows has proven a good mix which will
give visitors a unique chance to see a vast
range of all types of building services
equipment under the one roof. The identity of
either exhibition vvill not be lost hovvever as the
stands for each show are in adjoining areas
with interlinking passages to allow a free flow
of visitors to each separate area.
A number of exhibitors have indicated that
they will be using the show to launch new
products and it is anticipated that others will
take advantage of the large anendance to
initiate new sales campaigns.
The exhibition will be officially opened by the
Minister for State at the Department of Industry
& Energy, Mr. Edward Collins, T.D. Also invited
to the show are key decision makers and
buyers in industry as well as the trade itself as
the show is of course strictly for the trade.
Finally, may the show be a success for you,
whether you are a visitor or an exhibitor, and it
is to be hoped that the combined shows will
bring a greater understanding between the two
sections of the building services industry.
Stand No. 830
IhVex Official Catalogue 1983
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Agents for Heatlock
Dampers
Our latest installation in
Cherrys brewery
Waterford is a Danks
20,000 Ib/hr solid fuel
boiler. This installation is
completely automatic.
Two l:ir] fired 12,000 Ibslhr SI earn boilers
inslalled in SI. Lukes Hospital Clonrnel.
Therrnwise M. T. H. W. boiler installed in
the P&T Exchange, Sanlry.
Boilers Manufactured from 500 to 10,000 Ibs per hour
Stockists & Suppliers of boilers up to 65,000 Ibs per hour
suitable for burning Oil, Gas, Turf, Coal and other
Agents for Danks of Netherton Unusual Fuels.
[GiM] ~~~~~~~~,,~~cnJ® s~~~~
Meet the Thermwise Family
TURNKEY
DESIGN SUPPLY INSTALL AND MAINTAIN
/)
~THER RRSUSFYR
AKTIEBEL.8KA. 11:
Hot Water and Steam Boilers for Coal and
Wood Waste Underfeed Stokers
Fully Automatic Stoker Units for all
Granular Flammable Waste
pas!SatJ-
-
Boiler Systems for Hogged and Unhogged
Woodwaste. Paper and all Combustible Material
Manual and Automatic
Straw and Woodfired Boilers
Hl;?S~9lJ~ [JJeJI/l~ !bd.~ Emmet Street. Trim, Co. Meath. Tel: (046) 36198/36244 See Us atStand No. B20
2 IhVex Official Catalogue 1983
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BI2 Baker Systems
Stand Executive:
J. Baker
68 Stream St., Downpatrick, Co. Down.
Tel: Downpatrick 5849
Visitors to this stand will have the
opportunity of learning at first hand about
the new Baker Low pressure indirect hot
water heating system which greatly
simplifies the installation of dual boiler
central heating.
B42
Also showing will be the 'Mark 2'
aerocowl, and the 'Colt' cowl, on both of
which will be offered special discounts
during the period of the show.
Ceramic Lining
Stand Executives:
K. McKenna
E. Hewitt
Coal Island, Co. Tyrone.
Tel: 40899/48276
B37 Brooks Thomas
Stand Executive:
Alex O'Dowda
Bluebell, Naas Rd., Dublin 12.
Tel: 783422/502566
New Products - Exclusive to Brooks
Thomas Ltd. will be shown on Stand No.
B37 and will be of great interest to the
heating trade.
In addition to the Baxi range of gas
heaters and water boilers for which Brooks
Thomas Ltd. are main distributors. The
display will include the following items
representing the latest in heating
technology.
New
The Irish made 'Gemini' glass fibre
domestic hot water cylinder tested by IIRS,
and still functioning perfectly after 70,000
valve opening and closing actions equalling
20 years service.
New
The Irish made 'Maxitherm' domestic back
boiler, with the highest output, because of
its unique design of the flue ways, which
are accessible from the front.
New
The Irish made 'Spa' universal portable
free standing vice which will adjust from
featherweight touch up to 4,000 PSI., and
take large work pieces up to 10" diameter.
Also shown will be 'Oxypic' leak sealing
compound. This product is well
established, and has proved to be very
successful in the curing of leaks.
Don't miss the famous 'Queen' room
heaters and 'Queen Star' fires or the
special displays of: Veha Radiators, Myson
pumps and valves, Ultrad prefab chimney
and the 'Fernox' range of water
treatments.
B4
Ceramic Linings Ltd., Coal Island, Co.
Tyrone are exhibiting for the first time in
Dublin, the revolutionary new Ultrad Flue
Lining System. manufactured by Ulster
Fireclays Ltd., Coal Island.
This system, specially designed for the
housing sector, has the approval of the
Coal Board and public housing bodies in
the UK, and is recognised for its high
safety standard in the prevention of smoke
and gas leakage.
In addition Ceramic Lining Ltd. will be
introducing the Ultrad Pre-fab Chimney.
again manufactured by Ulster Fireclays,
which can be erected in one day either
internally or externally. The finish of the
external version being custom built to
match existing house brick or plaster
finish.
Combex Engineering
Stand Executives:
Gardan McCabe
William Clarke
3 East Road, East Wall, Dublin 3.
Tel: 748371/2
Combex Engineerng Ltd. will be exhibiting
Virax Pipe Fitting Tools and De Dietrich
Boilers.
On display will be the Virax 1605
threading machine, hydraulic pipe bender,
hand threaders, pipe cutters, stillsons, a
new test pump and an electrical pipe
cleaner.
De Dietrich Boilers will feature the range
of DTG 1000 cast iron boilers with
atmospheric gas burners suitable for Dublin
towns gas and later conversion to Kinsale
gas. Output range 156,000 Btu'slhr to
lAm Btu's/hr.
IhVex Official Catalogue 1983 3
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B39 New Dublin Gas Co. B47 D. C. Compute Aii'
Stand Executives:
Paddy Doyle
Jim Farrell
Stand Executive:
David Roome
D'Olier St., Dublin 2.
Tel: 712222/744423
D.C.C. House, Baldoyle Industrial Estate,
and Foxes Grove, Shankill, Co. Dublin.
Tel: 821765
1. Balanced-flued convector heater, output
17,000-22,000 Btu/hr for use in commercial
premises.
2. Modular boiler system consisting of a
group of small boilers of similar output
linked together to provide heating matched
to varying demand.
3. Gas-fired back-boiler incorporating
attractive fire, for use in residential or small
office/reception locations. Fire and boiler
may be operated independently or
together.
4. Radiant panel heater for effective and
economical heating of industrial or storage
areas.
FLUE RECOVERY
B43
D.C. Compute Air Ltd. who are well
known in the computer airconditioning
field are showing their general range of
Hiross products ie. chillers, heat pumps,
flooring, humidifiers and condensers which
are generally held in stock at the new
Baldoyle factory which, when Phase 11 is
completed, will have a floor area of 13,000
sq. ft. As Hiross had been manufacturing
in the Republic for some number of years
now, this is a good opportunity to inspect
their high class quality products.
Consort Rothenberger
Stand Executives:
Alan Sparrow
Mrs. Clarke
T. Burgess
14 Tenter Roaa, Moulton Park Industrial
Estate, Northampton.
Tel: Northampton 46231
HEAT UNIT
HEAT EXCHANGERS
•
Craigavon Heat
Exchangers
Stand Executives:
Michael Sands
Jim Mulholland
64 Abercorn Pit, Portadown, N. Ireland.
Tel: 33897
The heat exchanger uses the waste gasses
from the flue to pre-heat the water before
returning to boiler. The oil fired boilers
with the in-built pre-heater is the most
efficient and economic boiler on the
market. Tested by the Industrial Science
Division shows the boiler to be 86%
efficient.
Consort Rothenberger will be exhibiting
their range of pipe threading and drain
c1ean.ing machines, together with freezing,
bending and cutting equipment .
.In addition soldering and brazing torches
will also be exhibited together with pipe
and .ha~d tools suitable for the heating,
ventilating and refrigeration trades.
No maintenance.
On a number of
occasions when
people have extended
their houses, by
fitting a Flue
Recovery Unit, it
saved them from
replacing boiler.
CRAIGAVON
64 Abercorn Park
Portadown
N. Ireland
Telephone 33897
Government tested.
Will do Oil, Gas and
Solid Fuel.
5" and r available.
No draining down.
Easy to install.
Reduce your Fuel Bill
by lB·7% by filling a
Heat Exchanger.
Uses the waste gases
from flue.
4 IhVex Official Catalogue 1983
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B2 Dwell Control B21 Estimation
Stand Executive:
Tom Rourke
Stand Executive:
D. Summerfield
36 Cookstown Industrial Est., Tallaght, Co.
Dublin.
Tel: 511144
Highlands Road, Shirley, Solihull, West
Midlands.
Tel: 021-7043221
Automatic controls for heating and
airconditioning. Electric/electronic
pneumatic Centair system.
New Equipment:
Micos 3000 - DDC Control System which
is adaptable to any control problem.
Ecos 800 - The single room control
system for multiple zones from a single
central unit.
Memotime - The most advanced
solution for time programming and
switching.
Estimation Limited announce the ultimate
in computer technology specifically
designed for the mechanical and electrical
contractor. It is called the Contractor 1 and
provides not only the proven benefits of
the Estimation take-off probles and the
no-coded entry description all for
estimating but also a storage capacity 20
times that of the previous system, the
LS2000. An alternative plug-in typewriter
style keyboard is also available for the
small contractor who eventually wants to
do his job management, accounts and so
forth. Estimating packages for both
mechanical and electrical contractors will
be demonstrated during the show.
B36 ESB
~o
~~tS\ \\'~\\e ~t
See the Vent-Axia
and Helios fans and
accessories at
Stand No. 848
Lr. Fitzwilliam Street, Dublin 2.
Tel: 765831
For cost-conscious management electric
heating now becomes an increasingly
attractive proposition because of the
12.8% reduction in night rate charges. On
display are the different types of electric
heating systems to suit varied types of
business premises. Their ease and
cheapness of installation are explained as
well as their cleanliness and reliability.
Systems on which information is available
include: Fan-controlled storage heaters;
Electricaire; Block storage heaters; Floor
warming; Direct acting heaters; Heat
pumps and bi-valent. A wide range of
literature is available to explain these
systems. ESB stall will discuss their
high-precision controllability.
Stand Executive:
Joe Lawlor
Sole Distributors For The Republic Of Ireland:-
=
GKN AUTOPARTS (IRELAND) LTD.
Camac Close, Emmet Roa~, Inchicore,
Dublin 8. Phone: (01) 781700
Telex: 30830.
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BB -Finheat
Stand Executive:
Tim O'Flaherty
17 Usher's Island, Dublin 8.
Tel: 728431/728288/728520 Telex: El 30751
Finheat Limited will be exhibiting
equipment from Allaway Acoustics,
Braithwaite & Co: Structural Ltd., D.P.
Fabrications and S & P Coil Products Ltd.
Allaway Acoustics Ltd. are a leading
noise and vibration control company
manufacturing a range of duct silencers,
acoustic louvres, acoustic enclosures and
anti-vibration mountings.
Braithwaite & Co. Structural Ltd. are
manufacturers of Braithwaite pressed steel
sectional tanks which are used for storage
of most liquids and many solids in granular
or flake form. A large variety of liquids
some of which can be of a corosive nature
are stored in Braithwaite tanks
necessitating appropriate protective
finishes.
D.P. Fabrications Ltd. are the only Irish
company manufacturing a range of air
heaters, input units, A.H.U., roof exhaust
units, in line duct fans and unit heaters.
S & P Coil Products Ltd. manufacturers
of fan convectors, unit heaters, heat
recovery equipment and Hanovia electric
heaters will attract a bit of attention as
they will be using a computer to show that
heat recovery savings can be gained by
using their equipment.
Personnel from each company will be in
attendance.
B49
the market. Available at all the best
builders providers throughout Ireland.
Cheap, great quality and easily installed.
Comes semi slit or intact.
General Steel Products Limited are
suppliers of the full range of industrial fuel
oil tanks to major petroleum companies
and mechanical contractors. See sample
on show of their new innovative one piece
flanged ended cylindrical tank.
J. Gleeson
Stand Executive:
J. Gleeson
Caherdavin, Ennis Rd., Limerick.
Tel: 061-54455/51731 Telex: 28287
James Gleeson and Co. (Engineering) Ltd.,
a leader in the field of heating systems,
know that the need for heating has not
diminished with the increased cost of
energy in recent years, but the demand for
efficient heating systems has intensified
with every price rise.
In this respect the firm of James
G~eeson and Company (Engineering) Ltd.
with over twenty years experience in the
heating business, has become one of the
leading suppliers and manufacturers of
cost effe ti~e heating equipment in Ireland.
From their base in Caherdavin Ennis
Rd., Limerick with extensive wa;ehousing
and show~o~ms, also workshops, the
company IS Ideally. situated to display the
large range of equipment in stock.
Thermalec heat pumps bring 'cheap heat'
to the domestic scene. No smoke, no fuss
electric units which are designed to suit
Irish conditions and are wholly
manufactured in Ireland. Can give average
C.O.P.'s of 2.5 which simply means energy
economy for the ordinary consumer.
Polyflex Pipe Insulation - Only Irish
manufacturer of flexible pipe insulation on
6 IhVex Official Catalogue 1983
G.I.M. Boilers
Frankfort, Dundrum, Dublin 14.
Tel: 989433 Telex: 30870
!he Danks of Netherton range of boilers is
Illustrated on Stand No. B53 and embraces
oil, gas and coal fired boilers from 500
Ibs/hr to 70,~OO Ibs/hr and the equivalent
hot water ratings, together with waste heat
boilers for steam raising or hot water
application from solid waste or exhaust
gas.
All boilers are now manufactured to the
new British Standard 2790 1983 edition.
Martin Renwick
Bob Allsop
Gerard Renwick
Stand Executives:
Colin Mould
Greg Renwick
Thomas Renwick
B53
Stand Executives:
Mark Forkin
Gerry Callan
Peter Coleman
Carrickmacross, Co. Monaghan.
Tel: 042-61565/61258 Telex: 24579
General Steel
Products
B26
10
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A22 Legrand Ireland
Stand Executive:
Derek Pollard
9 Northumberland Road,. Dublin 4.
Tel: 608055/698651
Legrand, the major manufacturer of
electrical fittings, wiring accessories and
enclosures, is taking a large stand at lIectra
'83 in order to display a wide range of
products:
The Saxon range of wiring accessories
plus ancillary items such as ceiling
switches and roses, the slim line 13A plug,
the dual voltage shaver socket and a new
45A switch. These wiring accessories have
been complimented by an entirely new
range to be launched at lIectra called
Avalon which is available in a choice of
luxury look of bronze on beige or in pure
white.
The Plexo 55 range of weatherproof
switches to IP55.
The Omega modular system of 53mm
deep mechanisms for symmetrical DIN rail,
together with a. range of metal and plastic
enclosu res.
The Colring and Colson range of cable
ties and accessories and the new Colson 2
, range.
P17 industrial plugs and sockets to CEE
17 and P17 combination units.
The Marina range of weatherproof
fibreglass reinforced polyester cabinets
with or without Altuglas windows. The
Atlantic range of freestanding kit and wall
mounting steel cabinets.
A range of explosion-proof equipment
including explosion-proof lighting.
Modular fuse carriers with shielded
terminals that have three mounting
possibilities: symmetrical DIN rail,
asymmetrical DIN rail and screws.
Round and rectangular bulkhead lights, a
range of inspection lamps, and a new
range of emergency and strip lighting.
Also being launched at lIectra is. a
range of new cosumer units.
Other products being displayed include
industrial and domestic bells, chimes,
terminal strips, line taps, cable clips, plexo
plastic boxes with and without hinged
covers, Viking terminal blocks and fuses.
A36
A37
A9
A39
A40
Noel McCabe
Distributors
Stand Executive:
Noel McCabe
Bluebell Industrial Estate, Dublin 12.
Tel: 783123/783211/783002
MK Electric
Stand Executive:
Nick Behan
Shrubbery Road, Edmonton
London N9 OPB '
Tel: 031-8033355
MK ~I.ectric are di~playing their full range
of wiring accessories Including Logic,
Albany, Grosvenor, Gridswitch, Metalclad
and Seal. In addition, many new products
are on show. such as a 30A DP switch
RCB test units, a range of four '
timeswitches and sentrysocket - a unique
pr~duct from MK which is a 13Amp
sWltchsocket outlet with built-in earth
I~akage p~otection. Complete descriptive
literature IS freely available.
M&G
Stand Executive:
Pat Byrne
Tom McAuley
Cookstown Industrial Estate· Tallaght Co
Dublin. " .
Tel: 511144
M & G are exhibiting the range of motors
from Hawker Siddeley Electric Motors Ltd
marketed here as Crompton Parkinson and
with.spares range for Brook Crompton
Parklnson. T~e new range of competitive
control gear IS also being shown. Heat
Trace Ltd., manufacturers of trace heating
tape and equipment are also represented.
Davidson & Co., manufacturers of
Siroc~o fans and a wide range of air
handling products are also exhibiting. The
Crompton range of instruments and brush
fuses is also being shown. Information and
literature on the Mirrless Blackstone and
Dale ranges of generators and combined
heat and power schemes is available also.
12
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B20
B40
Heating Design
Services
Stand Executive:
Alan Fox
Emmet St., Trim, Co. Meath.
Tel: 046-36198
H.D.S. will display the following products:-
Eurotherm - hot water and steam boilers
for use with coalfired installations burning
industrial singles via underfeed stokers.
Also on display from Eurotherm will be
their travelling grate stokers for
combustion of coal fires.
Argusfyr - On display we have a typical
underfeed stoker with totally modulating
controls, for industrial singles.
Weiss - Weiss are showing their highly
efficient rotary grate boiler with automatic
feed for woodwaste.
Passat - The well known range of
incinerator heat recovery boilers for manual
and automatic firing of various wastes.
Hevac
Stand Executive:
E. P. Kellett
Lister Complex, Ballymount Rd.,
Clondalkin, Co. Dublin.
Tel: 519411
Hevac Limited's leading position as a
supplier/ distributor of a full range of
heating equipment and plant, is
reflected on their stand B40. The
company's first class product line-up
for residential, commercial and industrial
applications is matched only by their
unrivalled committment to customer
service, and technical back-up nationwide.
Hevac Limited maintain comprehensive
stocks at all times in modern premises in
Dublin, Cork and Belfast, and their own
transport fleet deliver to every part of
Ireland.
Hevac Limited are featuring an Alien
Ygnis Series 4 fully automatic packaged
steamboiler, rated at 12,000 Ibs/hr of
steam (from and at 212 deg. F) and
complete with matching Nu-way fully
automatic modulating natural gas burner.
Also on display are the proven range of
Rio high efficiency gas and oil fired
boilers and the well established "Chapeeu
industrial and domestic oil, gas and solid
B52
B25
fuel boilers. The Hevac stand incorporates
such leading names as Selkirk Metalbestos
(chimney systems), Jeavons Engineering
(regulators/fittings), Schwank (gas radiant
heating), Thermo Air (air heaters), Nu-way
(oil and gas burners), Tri-flow (capilliary
fittings), and Wesper (unit heater).
Insulation Supply
Service
Stand Executive:
John Mould
43 Hill Street, Dublin 1.
Tel: 726122
I.S.S. stock a wide range of insulation and
allied materials to suit most hot, cold and
sound applications.
They distribute Atlas products, adehsive
and metal cladding, Bestobell acoustic
materials, the chemical and insulation
companies Magnesia and Calenine Silicate,
and W. Seitz glass and mineral wool rigid
pipe section.
K. B. Combustion
Stand Executive:
K. J. Birney
Wharton Hall, Harold's Cross, Dublin 6.
Tel: 972168
K. B. Combustion Ltd. have designed an
exhibit to give detailed information about
the Dunphy range of 'T' series burners for
industrial applications. This inductive
design, based on the turbine priciple, is a
power pressure jet burner which generates
the true axial air flue for its combustion
head. Since natural gas usage is now a
matter of prime interest and importance
the exhibits will concentrate on this fuel. A
production model of a natural gas burder
code TG222HLC will be on view. This unit,
rated for a boiler output of 2m Btu/hr, is
fitted with the Dunphy 'Unibloc' unified
gas valve. A dual fuel burner and a gas
booster will also be featured.
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B34
B24
A34
Kunzel Ireland
Stand Executive:
N. Vonhof
Bay 1, Roxboro Enterprise Centre, Limerick.
Tel: 061-48966/48278
Kunzel IrI. Ltd., the first Irish company,
manufacturing oil/gas fired industrial steel
boilers, was founded in Limerick in 1980
and specialises in the production of low
press,ure hot water boilers, availing of a 50
years experience from our German
parent-company, in this field. This product,
the 'Volcano' has been successfully tested
according to the RQ requirements of the
IIRS and to DIN 4751/2 and has also been
approved by the Irish Goods Council to
carry the 'Guaranteed Irish' label. Outputs
of the Volcano boilers range from 100,000 -
5,000,000 Btu/h. Also manufactured are a
series of solid fuel and dual furnace
appliances for industrial and domestic use.
Master Air
Stand Executive:
P. Nolan
North Road, Finglas, Dublin 11.
Tel: 345000/345883/345905
Master Air Co. Ltd. are exhibiting for the
first time, a variable volume airhandling
system of totally Irish design and
manufacture, featuring: Variflo Drive;
Linearised Air Mixing; Low Energy
Humidifier; New Sound Control Technique.
And other innovative features resulting in
extremely low running costs.
Also being exhibited: Twinflows;
Controls; Attenuators; Control Panels;
Ireland's leading design team in HVAC
equipment; Demonstration of computer
aided design.
Manotherm
Stand Executives:
R. V. Gilbert
Brian Harris
4 Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12.
Tel: 522229/522355
B35
The Penn range of temperature,
pressure, flow and humidity controls:
Dwyer low air pressure indicators and
switches; Alnor velometers; Bourdon
pressure gauges; Rueger bi-metal
thermometers; Digitron portable and panel
mounted digital thermometers and sensors;
Land cyclops non-contact pyrometers;
Thommen peumatic calibrators; Tempil
temperature sensitive sticks, labels and
laquer; Barksdale pressure switches; Gems
level and flow switches; Seetru level
indicators and relief valves; Drexelbrook
level systems; Bindicator granular level
switches and indicators; Rustrak recorders
and West temperature controllers and
other instruments of interest to engineers
in the service industry.
Meynell Valves
Stand Executive:
James Cebo
Michael Wyse
J. H. S. Ballintine
Shaw Rd., Bushbury, Wolverhampton
WV10 9LB Westmidlands.
Tel: Wolverhampton 28621 Telex: 338352
Safemix thermostatic showers will be
shown by Meynell Valves Ltd.,
Wolverhampton with a complete range of
models in sizes from Y2 inch to 1 Y2 inch.
Safety and reliability are the hallmark of
Safemix which gives a fast and accurate
response to any changes of inlet water
pressures and temperatures so that the
outlet water is maintained at the
preselected temperature.
Taps range from pushtap with a time
delay of up to 30 seconds and Mintap
economy spray mixer taps.
Manotherm are showing a wide range of
controls and instruments including:
10 IhVex Official Catalogue 1983
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IWI..ol Wilo has the perfet,'t
The perfect pump I
solution to every problem:
Perlect for versatility and security:
Dual pumps DOP and DOS.
'.IhVex Wilo-Engineering Co., Raheen Industrial Estate
Limerick, Tel. 061/27566, Telex 8202
~:otter==
& CO. (Ireland) Ltd.
58 Castleview Rd .• Clondalkin, Co. Dublin
\Tel: 513533
\
'PACE' chimney systems
Appointed Selkirk Distributors
Pre-fabricated Chimneys and Flues
* Design Services
* Installation Services
* Building Supported
* Free Standing Systems
For further details contact our General Manager
Brendan Bracken at Dublin 513533
IhVex Official Catalogue 1983 11
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BI Myson Ireland ancillary equipment to industry.Specialising in complete turn-key
Stand Executives: installations including boilers, coal handling
Sean Hanratty equipment, oil and gas installations. Plant
E. Cahill monitoring equipment.
Newcastle West, Co. Limerick.
Tel: 069-62277
Myson Ireland Limited, is the Irish B51 Pioneer Radiantmarketing company for one of Europe's
largest central heating manufacturers. Products
Its range of products are as follows:
Myson gas boilers; Myson oil burners; Stand Executive:
Myson radiators; Myson circulating pumps; Adrian Ryan
Myson fan convectors; Myson towel rails;
Myson valves - manual and Kenmare, Co. Kerry.
~thermostatically controlled. Tel: 064-41344Its sister company: Scanglo International
Limited, Newcastle West, Co. Limerick, Established in 1973 Pioneer Radiant
have been manufacturing valves for the Products Ltd. has serviced the Irish heating
past 14 years, and now manufactures the industry for a decade from their
Myson thermostatically controlled vavle, manufacturing plant in Kenmare.
which is independently recognised as the Low cost high efficiency space heating
most responsive and cost effective valve has always been the theme and the
available. Re-verber-ray range of gas fired radiant
heaters manufactured in Kenmare have
long been established as one of the most
efficient methods of commercial industrial
space heating.
BII OB Heating Supplies Pioneer Radiant Products Ltd. havealways provided a worthwhile and
informative exhibit at IhVex and this year
Stand Executive: marks the launch of the much publicised
O.O'Brien range of flameless catalytic type radiant
Unit 11, St. Patrick's Mills, Douglas, Cork.
heaters also being manufactured in
Kenmare. This type of heater can be used
Tel: 021-932652/932431 in all types of hazardous applications.
PMP-Rad: High output, unobtrusive
elegance. The perfect partnership between
efficiency and aesthetics. Lightweight
diecast aluminium, stove enamelled in BID Potter Cowan (lrl)ivory. High output with external
touchability, bespoke assembly with on site
Stand Executives:adaptability. Easy handling and wall fixing.
Firebird wraparound boilers - unique Brendan Bracken
design makes it simple to clean - a Ken Jess
revolution in domestic heating.
58 Castleview, Clondalkin, Co. Dublin.
Tel: 513533
Potter Cowan (lrl) Ltd. as appointed
BI4 OT Industrial Energy distributor for Selkirk Metalbestos Ltd.London will be exhibiting the full range ofSelkirk stainless steel insulated chimney
Stand Executive: and gas vent.
T.O'Toole Potter Cowan (lrl) Ltd. specialise in the
design, supply and installation of all types
10 Old Court Park, Bray, Co. Wicklow. of chimney systems and have just recently
Tel: 863687 been awarded the contract for the St.
James Hospital project for the design
Suppliers and installers of major boiler and fabrication and installation of 8-24" dia
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chimneys each 150 ft. high.
Potter Cowan also distribute the
complete range of Selkirk Metalbestos
products to the merchants and heating
contractors.
B44 Quadrant Engineers
Stand Executive:
M. Smyles
Chapelizod, Dublin 20.
Tel: 265711
Gas boilers, gas burners, gas radiant
heaters, direct gas firing equipment from
Buderus, Riello and Greyhill
Blackheat. In addition a Buderus heat
pump for domestic hot water will be on
view along with examples of non-storage
type water heaters. Examples of Buderus
portable and oil heaters and dehumidifiers
will also be on display. There will also be a
display of pre-insulated steel and copper
piping and fittings from Denmark.
B30 Ridge Tool
Stand Executives:
James Carr
Peter Sledmore
Royston Road, Baldock, Herts.
Tel: Baldock 893421
New products on show will be our two
hydraulic benders. No. 142 has a % to 2"
capacity 10 ton pressure with solid ram
and quick release/return. 2" model also
has sliding cheek to bring in any plane. 1
to 4" No. 144 has enclosed frame and ram,
has 15 ton pressure to accommodate even
the heavier wall of tube. Also their new
automatic oiler machine 300 A will be on
display. Oiling is by means of direct drive
from the gear head of motor through the
die head with simple conversion to our 4"
and 6" threading.
For those involved in mechanical
coupling, (victaulic) they have available the
925 roll groover which is powered by their
300 pipe threader, so if you have their
threading machine the 925 will fit direct to
it.
Also a wide range of quality tools for
the professionals will be on display
wrenches of many different types,
B45
threaders pipe cutters, pipe vices and
many tools for the steel, copper and plastic
fields. Please request literature on the
products that are of interest to you.
Runtalrad
Stand Executive:
Pat Keane
Beechill, Clonskeagh, Dublin 4.
Tel: 695333 Telex: 30651
Runtalrad will have on display a complete
cross section of its sophisticated range of
rads and connectors, representing a choice
of 22,000 sizes in all.
The unique construction and design of
the Runtalrad panel enables the specifiers
to use them imaginatively in any
application, including hospitals, schools,
houses and special architectural features.
IhVex will enable the specifier (ie
architect, consulting engineer, building,
local authority and Government Agencies
etc) to have a fresh look at Runtalrad
existing range of products and see how
they can be used.
These products include HL, HC, C, R,
V, and H type. Details and samples of
Runtalrads comprehensive stock range will
be on display.
Also on display will be the new Runtal
low surface temperature panel. Suitable for
use in all areas where a low surface
temperature is desirable, ego hospitals, old
peoples homes, nursing homes, etc.
This product unholds the characteristics
of quality and pleasing appearance which
are traditional to the Runtalrad range.
Also suitable for office blocks etc, where
it has already proved popular as an
alternative to all line heating because of its
robustness and simplicity. Runtalrad will
also show you how to achieve full house
heating and: (a) Cut number of rads used
by half; (b) Cut installation costs by 15%;
(c) Substantially reduce running costs.
IhVex Official Catalogue 1983 13
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Launches Two New Products at IhVex
Atmospheric Gas Burner 65,000 Btus,
Suitable for LPG, Towns Gas and Natural Gas
SUPERJET
Conforms to DIN standard.
Continued service to the gas
industry by the introduction of a
new ball valve competitively
priced.
Stand No.
827
Superjet are now manufacturing in
Ireland a range of gas/oil burners,
both industrial and domestic in a
range from 50,000 BTU's to 15,000,000
BTU·s. These units are available ex
stock and are backed up by a proven
commissioning and service network.
Our trade counter holds complete
spares for industrial and domestic and
thus offers a valuable service to the
industry. Spares availability includes
E.G. Probes and control boxes; Gas
valves. U.V. cells and fans.
Electric motors • Pipework and
fittings, etc.- .
SUPERJET IRELAND LTD.
UNIT 22, TEMPLE LANE, HILL STREET, OFF GARDINER STREET, DUBLIN 1.
TELEPHONE: 742855/744484/744485
BROOKS THOMAS HEATING STARS ON STAND B37
* The Maxitherm Back Boiler
* The Gemini Fibre Glass Cylinder
* The SPA Portable Vice
* The Baxi Solid Fuel and Gas Appliances
* Queen Room Heaters
* Queen Star Fires
* Aerocowls and Colt Cowls
For all your Heating and Plumbing requirements contact
Brooks Thomas Ltd., Building Materials Division, Naas Road. Telephone No. 783422/502566
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B38 Saireco
Stand Executive:
Michael Archer
264 Greenhills Industrial Estae, Greenhills
Rd., Walkinstown, Dublin 12.
Tel: 521171/521355
Saireco (Air Conditioning) Limited is the
sole distributor in Ireland for Toshiba air
conditioning and heat pump products.
On view is a small sample of the wide
range of Toshiba products, including the
very successful of 'Cool Mini', a compact,
movable type air conditioner with a cooling
capacity of 5600 Btu/h.
A completely new and novel energy
saving unit, to be launched later this year
is the heat exchange ventilating fan. A
choice of three units will be available to
provide air delivery of between 65 and 125
m3/hr.
These units have a wide range of
applications where adequate ventilation
with minimum heat loss is required.
B3 Storage Tanks of
Ireland
Stand Executive:
Sean Doyle
Coolock Industria' Estate, Dublin 5.
Tel: 477367/478937
50,000-15,000,000 Btu's. These units are
available ex stock and are backed up by a
proven commissioning and service
network.
Their trade counter holds complete spares
for industrial and domestic and thus offers
a valuable service to the industry.
Spares availability includes probes and
control boxes; gas valves; U.V. cells and
fans; electric motors; pipework and
fittings, etc.
H6A Temprite SVC.
Stand Executive:
Peter Somers
48 Hardwicke St., Dublin 1.
Tel: 740184/740304 Telex: 30135
Temprite, who are the sole Irish agents for
Airwell of France, who are manufacturers
of Comfort Air Conditioning units, display
the following:
Room A/Cs; Consoles; Roof Top
Packages; Heat Pumps.
Temprite are also main distributors for
D.C. Computair, who are sole Irish agents
for Hiross, whose range include close
control computers, room A.C.; Packaged
water chillers; Air cooled water cookers'
The EMU range of commercial industria',
heat pumps; Packaged humidifiers; raised
panel flooring.
A complete installation and
commissioning service is provided.
The company specialises in the supply
delivery and erection of sectional GRP and
steel tanks. Also available from STI are
one piece GRP tanks and cisterns. Storage
tanks of Ireland Ltd. also provide
cylindrical galvanised and vitreous enamel
coated process and fire protection tanks.
HI5 Tower Silos
Stand Executive:
M. D. Park
B27 Superjet Ireland
Lysander Road, Bowerhill, Melksham
Wilts. SN12 6SP, England. '
Tel: Melksham (0225) 708519
Stand Executive:
John Mclnerney
Unit 22, Temple Lane, Hill St., Dublin 1.
Tel: 742855
Superjet are now manufacturing in Ireland
a range of gas/oil burners, both industrial
and domestic in a range from
On display for the very first time is "The
Groundsweep", the latest development in
coal handling. The equipment is designed
to aid and simplify the receipt of non-free
flowing bulk materials, such such as coal
screenings, from tipper vehicles. Also a
photographic display of so'me of the
c0n:'pan(s coal storage and handling
deSigns Illustrates our experiel"lce and
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B6
BI9
expertise in cost-effective solutions. A
cut-away full size "Bowerhill-Parcey
Planetaire" extractor is shown beside a
working model which demonstrates how it
extracts non-free flowing bulk materials
from Silos. The full range of literature
describing "Prestave" concrete silos,
"Polytower" polyester silos and all the
handling equipment is available including
data sheets on the 207 standard silos.
Triflow
Stand Executive:
J. Greenaway
Bartleet Road, Redditch, Worcs B98 ODG.
Tel: Redditch 23388 Telex: 339865
Triflow manufactures a full range of copper
tube fittings.
Triflow's solder-ring fittings in Irish sizes
have already proved a significant factor in
reducing installation costs. The fittings are
substantially cheaper and neater than
compression fittings, and are easy to use,
providing a perfect, leak-free joint in
seconds.
The fittings are approved by IIRS for use
with Irish copper tube to ISO 238: 1980.
Triflow also offers end-feed and
compression fittings and accessories
including flux and solder.
Demonstrations will be given to enable
installers and specifiers to see the
economic advantages of this exciting new
range of products.
Tru-Flow
Stand Executive:
Sean Keegan
Crossbeg Industrial Estate, Ballymount Rd.
Upper, Tallaght, Co. Dublin.
Tel: 520977
Sheet metal dustwork including spiro
tubing, flexible metal duct, twin walled
flues, mild steel flues, bends, metal
studding, plasticoated steel partitions and
panels for office and warehouse
application, also steel ceiling tiles, etc.
BI6
B22
Turnmill Engineering
Stand Executives:
Gerald Harkin
John Fletcher
Woodstock Industrial Estate, Athy, Co.
Kildare.
Tel: 0507-28473/31983
On display will be working examples of
Ambi-Rad units and the Ambi-Rad black
bulb thermostat. Three models are
available, the ER13, the Compact; the
ER22, a mid-range heater and the ER38,
designed for high industrial buildings.
The Ambi-Rad herringbone system,
especially designed for buildings where
fluing is essential, will also be on display.
This system can incorporate up to ten
linear heaters, linked by a light-weight and
unobtrusive manifold, to a single vacuum
fan and flue.
The Radiant Black Bulb Thermostat;
believed to be the only one of its kind, has
been especially introduced by the company
to control radiant heating systems.
Tyrrell Tanks
Stand Executive:
R. J. Irwin
S. McCormick
J. Hamilton
Newry, Co. Down.
Tel: Newry 61916
The company commenced manufacture in
1969, rotationally moulding a cold water
storage cistern. From there it has
progressed to a range including dustbins,
fishbins, chemical containers, coal bunkers
and various other containers.
Recently the company developed its
latest product, the new and patented
domestic home heating tank. This is a
culmination of two years work in
conjunction with Queens University Belfast
involving extensive field tests. The material
used in the manufacture of these tanks is
the latest innovation to hit the rotational
moulding industry and ensures tremendous
low temperature impact strength and stress
crack resistance.
The public will benefit greatly from this
new product because it eliminates painting
and maintenance. It will outlast metal
tanks for years especially in coastal areas
subject to highly corrosive salt borne
winds.
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'INHEAT LIMITED
See us on Stand B8
• '81
IhVex
Ireland's Building Services Exhibition
Simmonscourt Exhibition Complex 15th, 16th, 17th February, 1983
EXHIBITING:
Irish Manufactured heating & Ventilating Equipment
Braithwaite Pressed Steel Sectional Tanks
Allaway Sound Attenuators
S & P Coil Products - Heat Recovery Equipment
17 Ushers Island, Dublin 8. Tel: 728288/758520/728431. Telex: El 30751.
I~~ ... ·""'" , tll.'11 QUALITY PRODUCTS
SEE THE NEW UNIT THREE CIRCULATING PUMP
AND GAS BOILERS AT IHVEX
MYSON STAND No. B1
~ MYSON (IRELAND) LIMITED I&'U'J~A
NEWCASTLE WEST
CO. LIMERICK.
TELEX: 28101
(069) 62277
PARKMORE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
DUBLIN 12
TELEX: 24218
(01) 509075
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Ivor Wills
Michael Buckley
B31
B41
Michael Vaughan
Group
Stand Executive:
Michael Vaughan Paddy Cummingham
Paddy O'Kelly Michael Curtin
Eamonn Duggan Industrial Estate, Trim,
Co. Meath.
Tel: 046-31167/31302 Telex: 31825
The Michael Vaughan Group includes
Michael Vaughan Trading Ltd., Michael
Vaughan Manufacturing Ltd., Insulated
Chimneys Ltd., and Ashtown Heating
Supplies Ltd.
Michael Vaughan trading is the sole
importer and distributor of the Tiolia range
of solid fuel cookers and boilers. M.V.M. is
a manufacturing company assembling and
distributing Tirolia Trimline gas cookers
suitable for bottled and natural gas. I.C. L.
is a MV group company manufacturing
insulated chimneys for home and export,
also manufacturing Dan Trim automatic
domestic, commercial and light industrial
coal stokers and central heating boilers for
hom'e and export.
A.H.S. Ltd. (specialists to the heating
and plumbing trade) is another group
company, and is the Irish agent for Baxi
appliances, Ospag bathroom fittings,
Marflow plumbers brassware, Aerocowl,
Dantrim and I.C.L.
Walker Air
Conditioning
Stand Executive:
Gerry Ross
Bernard Costelloe
Neil King
Dublin Industrial Estate, Finglas Road,
Dublin 11.
Tel: 300844 Telex: 24862
B33
they will be exhibiting for the first time,
will no doubt attract a lot of interest.
Again, this equipment is aimed at the run
and standby situation and an impressive
list of installations is being compiled for
presentation at the Exhibition.
This company will celebrate it's first full
year of officially representing Heenan
Marley cooling towers in Ireland, by
showing some of this equipment on the
~tand and also by having a full range of
literature for discussion with all those who
have heat rejection enquiries.
As usual Walker Air Conditioning are to
the forefront in the energy
conservation/heat reclaim business and will
have a comprehensive set of literature
available on the new Carlyle 30HM heat
machine which is causing a considerable
amount of interest in Ireland.
Wilo Engineering
Stand Executive:
Tony Cusack
Raheen Industrial Estate, Limerick.
Tel: 061-27566 (5 lines)
A full range of central heating circulating
pumps .for domestic, commercial and
industrial applications. Also on display will
be chilled water pumps and special
circulating pumps for large solid fuel
applications.
The stand will feature many examples of
the various forms of electronic control
equipment manufactured by Wilo, which
when used with Wilo pumps help save the
user many hundreds of pounds in running
costs. For further details visit Stand No.
833 where personnell from Wilo will be
delighted to help you with your enquiries.
18
Walker Air Conditioning Limited, will as
usual be showing a selection from their
comprehensive range of equipment and
services.
Particular attention will be paid to their
new range of Datac computer room
environmental control equipment, which as
well as forming all the usual functions
required of this sophisticated air
conditioning equipment will impress people
with it's good appearance and reliability.
The TNEE automatic change over panels
which Walker Air Conditioning have been
marketing for some years now, but which
IhVex Official Catalogue 1983
AI9 Woodford Distributors
Stand Executive:
Frank Cunningham
Robinhood Rd., Clondalkin, Co. Dublin.
Tel: 508087
The new revolutionary high output Trinity
micro-boiler out-performs most other types
of solid fuel systems. Provides full central
heating for standard 3-4 bedroom houses.
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Hoval steel boilers, industrial and domestic ranging from 200,000 Btu/hr to
20 million Btu/hr.
Hogfors cast iron boilers, oil, gas and solid fuel ranging from 80,000 Btu/hr
to 4.2 million Btu/hr.
Hoval Pyrolytic incinerators with heat recovery, ranging from 50 Kg. to 580
Kg. of combustible waste per hr.
)HIGH OUTPU-r, UNOBTRUSIVE ELEGANCE
The perfect partnership between
efficiency and aesthetics. Lightweight diecast
aluminium, stove enamelled in ivory. High output
with external touchability. Bespoke assembley with on-site
adaptability. Easy handling and wall fixing.
PMP-RAP - for further information, ring 021-932652
OB HEATING & PLUMBING SUPPLIES,
UNIT 11 ST. PATRICK'S MILLS, DOUGLAS, CORK
Weishaupt Monarch burners, oil, gas and dual ranging from 60,000 Btu/hr.
to 96 million Btu/hr.
Combat oil/gas free standing warm air heaters, ranging from 150,000 Btu/hr.
to 1 million Btu/hr.
Hoval Biral inline circulating pump, three quarters of an inch to six inches.
JAMES GLEESON AND CO. (ENGINEERING) LTD.
C'll1erddVIIl. EI1I1IS ROdd. LIIl1t?lIck
Tt?1 Nos Limerick 54455. 51731 Ttd.?x NI) 28287
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Anderson & Martin
Baker Systems
Brooks Thomas
Ceramic Linings
Combex Engineering
Consort Rothenberger
Craigavon Heat
Exchangers
D. C.~omputair
Dwell Controls
Electricity Supply Board
Estimation
Energy Saving
International
Finheat
General Industrial Marine
Boilers B53
General Steel Products B26
GKN Autoparts (Ire) B48
Jas Gleeson & Co. B49
D. Green & Son B2(A)
Hamworthy Engineering B5
Harland & Johnson B7
Hevac B40
Heating Design Services B20
IIRS B46(A)
Insulation Supply Services B52
K. B. Combustion B25
Kunzel (Ireland) B34
Masterair B24
Meynell Valves B35
Myson (Ireland) Bl
New Dublin Gas B39
O.B. Heating & Plumbing
Supplies
O.T.lndustrial Energy
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A45
stocked and distributed by this company.
Interesting features of the stand will be
energy saving products i.e.: lamps, heating
products, control devices etc. Many useful
electrical component products for
commercial buildings are supplied by this
company i.e., electric fans, hand dryers,
water heaters, consumer units and
switchboards. This company has been
synonymous with the supply of signalling
equipment over the years and supply fire
alarm systems, nurses call systems, clock
systems, phone intercommunication
systems. Our security division in the
company now displays security video
products to comply with the increasing
demand for surveillance products in
Ireland.
Electrical Industries
Federation of Ireland
Stand Executives:
J. Butterly
K. McDonagh
J. G. Duignan
McKinley House, 16 Main Street,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
Tel: 885869
The Electrical Industries Federation of
Ireland is an umbrella federation
comprising of the following associations:
Association of Electrical Manufacturers;
Association of Switchgear and Control
Panel Manufacturers; Association of
Electrical Wholesalers; Association of
Electrical Contractors (I reland); Electrical
Retailers Association; Association of
Electrical Manufacturers Representatives;
Motor Rewinding Association; Electrical
Retailers Association; Electrical Domestic
Appliance Service Association of Ireland;
Electricity Supply Board; Irish Electrical
Industries Review.
The EIFI has representatives on and/or
close liaison with the following National
Bodies: (a) Electro-Technical Council of
Ireland; (b) Federation of Trade
Associations; (c) Federated Union of
Employers and (d) The National Joint
Industrial Council.
The Federation maintains a full-time
secretariat and information bureau which
keeps members advised on all legal and
statutory requirements, regulations, etc.
within the industry and to which members
may refer for information and/ or advice on
trading problems.
lIectra Official Catalogue 1983 11
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AI31 Peat's Wholesale AID Redbro
AVAILABLE IN IRELAND FROM
VISIT US AT STAND NO. A29
% LlGHTRING LTD
Unit 14, Stillorgan Industrial Estate, Co
Dublin.
Tel: 952826
Stand Executive:
John Ennis
On show is the Heatovent range of storage
heaters for commercial application
manufactured under licence by Redbro. In
addition Chidlow fan assisted storage
heaters, the Noirot of France range of wall
mounted convector heaters with unique
electronic control giving energy saving in
excess of 30% over normal thermostatic
control can also be seen. Finally, there's a
storage heater remote control unit, details
of which can be obtained from the stand
executives.
Varner
Stand Executive:
James O'Grady
60 Upper Dorset St., Dublin 1.
Tel: 745501/2/3
Telemecanique: control equipment,
starters, contactors etc; Telemecanique:
Canalis busbar trunking for lighting and
power distribution; MGA: Distribution
board system; M&G: Miniature circuit
breakers; Orbitec: Special lamps; Sirena:
Audible alarms, rotating and flashing
beacons; Nissen: Hazard warning lights;
Orbis: Quartz time clocks; CMC: QL type
circuit breakers; GEC Stafford:
Measurement relays; Zettler: Nurse-call
systems; Pollman & Kamotz: MCB busbar.
"Techna House", Terenure Road East,
Dublin 6.
Tel: 962244
B231 Charles Nolan
Stand Executives:
Richard Nolan
Vincent Fox
A27
~.
PORTOBELLO BRIDGE
DUBLIN 6 IRELAND
TELEPHONE 962733
TELEX 30239 EWL D
Stand Executives:
Bernard Creevey
Austin Q'Mara
Geoffrey Peat
For lIectra '83 Peat's Wholesale Ltd. have
on demonstration, the very latest from Trio
Test Instruments of Japan. One of the
main features on Peat's stand will be the
MS 1650B Digital Memory Scope. The MS
1650B captures one-time or otherwise
unpredictable events, stores them in a
digital memory and instantly reproduces
them as analogue wave forms on a CRT
display screen, it, in combination with the
MU 1651 Memory Unit represents a
powerful and versatile wave form recording
an analysis tool.
Alongside is the CS 2100A hundred meg
scope and the CS 2070 seventy meg
scope, both having four channels, eight
trace. Completing the line up on the Peat's
stand is Test Meters and Tools from Ross
Electronics, Eagle - International Ltd.,
soldering equipment from Antex and many
other useful items.,
MANUFACTURERS OF INDUSTRIAL
AND COMMERCIAL FLUORESCENT
LUMINAIRES
IIWL
ELECTRIC
z __
FITZGERALD
Also at
Cork Limerick Waterford
Featured on display will be a selection of
products from the 5,000 electrical items
10 lIectra Official Catalogue 1983
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500W to 2000W extra-flat convector suitable for any decor.
REDBRO
Electronically controlled NOIROT wall
mounted convector heaters.
See range available OD
Stand AID
ELECTRONIC STAT. which is accurate
to 1/10 of a degree C.
OnlOff light indicator.
HEATING ELEMENT woven element
(Patent Noirot).
"G~""·i.~~
Unit 14. Stillorgan Ind. Pk., Stillorgan, Co. Dublin. Tel: 952826
MIND YOUR OWN BUSINESS
If your business is in the electrical sector you shpuld be keeping up to date with latest events by reading
9riShw~
the specialist publication catering for the Electrical Industry with a circulation embracing Manufacturers,
Wholesalers and Retailers of electrical goods and equipment in addition to Consulting Engineers, Electrical
Engineers and Contractors, Architects and Engineers in charge. The publication is the official organ of and
circulates to all members of the Electrical Industries Federation of Ireland together with members of the Radio
and Television Retailers Association.
published by
Irish Trade and Technical Publications Ltd.,
5/7 Main Street, Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
Telephone: 885001 Telex 92258
---- ------ --- -- --- --- -- - --- -- -- - ------ ---
~(lJJ@~~~n[p)'U'n©~W©~~
Please send me Irish Electrical Industries Review. I
enclose annual subscription of £15.00 (incl. VAT)
Name:
Position: --'-_
Company: _
Address: _
Please return with remittance to: ITTP, 5-7 Main
Street, Blackrock, Co. Dublin. Type of Business:
lIectra Official Catalogue 1983 9
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B48
Danks, with their agents general industrial
and marine boilers (an associate company
of Renick Engineering Ltd.), offer boiler
users in Ireland an unrivalled combination
of high quality boilermaking and after sales
service.
GKN Autoparts
Stand Executive:
Michael Randall
Camac Close, Emmet Road, Inchicore,
Dublin 8.
Tel: 781700
Vent-Axia + Helios ranges of fans and
ventilation accessories.
B5 Hamworthy
Engineering
Stand Executives:
Colin Gibb Cliff Hill
E. L. Summers Ray Starkey
Fleets Corner, Poole, Dorset, BH17 7LA.
Tel: 0202675123
Hamworthy offer a wide range of oil and
gas burners as well as pulverised fuel firing
equipment. The AWM multi fuel burner
can fire pulverised fuel in conjunction with
oil or gas and permits instant change from
PF to 100 percent oil or gas firing. The
basic AW burner is available for gas or oil
fired applications and existing models of
this burner can easily be converted to one
or more of the alternative fuels with the
minimum of plant modification. On gas
fired installations we provide equipment to
meet the normal safety codes and standard
relevant in the country of application.
B2AI D. Green & Son
Stand Executives:
David Crossley
John Peers
Wakefield, England.
Tel: Wakefield 378211
Green's design and manufacture a range of
energy efficient equipment for fuel
intensive industries including a range of
factory assembled coal fired water tube
boilers. Boilers of this kind are working at
three locations in Ireland and are ideal for
replacement of oil-fired shell boilers. A
wide range of fuels and working pressures
can be accommodated. Conventional and
fluidised bed designs are provided.
The Green's boiler is fully engineered to
suit the individual requirements of each
client and maximises the financial and
operational benefits of changing to coal.
Green's also offer a range of
economisers for industrial boilers, suitable
for oil, coal or natural gas fired units.
8 IhVex Official Catalogue 1983
B7 Harland, Johnston &
CO.
Stand Executive:
Peter Harland
Glenbank Industrial Estate, Crumlin Rd.,
Belfast BT14.
Tel: 0232-712687
Radiant heating systems are generally
accepted to be more economical to run
than most convective systems.
Comyn Ching (Solray) Ltd. - a pioneer
of radiant systems, manufacture a wide
range of radiant panels in aluminium,
copper, or steel, for use with L.T.H.W.,
H.T.H.W., steam or electricity, which can
be supplied for floor, .wall, or ceiling
application, giving a most unobtrusive, and
efficient radiant system.
Innumerable shapes, and layouts can be
supplied to work in with architectural
details, especially as a ceiling mounted
perimeter strip installed with normal
plaster, or suspended ceiling systems.
Supply, installation, and technical servie
is available from the Irish representatives
Harland, Johnston & Co. Ltd., Belfast.
. --------='==--="----=----=------:....-=--=-:..::..-....:..· -_-~ I:'=...
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We're /feeDingourI2romise.....
•In as •f/CeS
From March 28th, all our customers will
have the benefit of our new lower prices. But
here's even better news: commencing January
28th, all bills will show a progressive decrease
in charges up to March 28th -with further real
reductions in 1984 and 1985.
Dramaticsavingsina
typicalgashome
The table of examples on the right
will help you to see how much you can
save. But take the example of a typical
3-bedroomed semi-detached house
using gas for central-heating. water-
heating and cooking. The reduction is
more than 40% on mid 1982 prices.
and represents a cash saving of over
£300ayear.
Because the price reduces with the
amount of gas used. the bigger home
will save up to 48% - those using less
will save somewhat less. But whatever
quantity you use you will enjoy smaller
bills from now on.
EXAMPLES OF REDUCnONS BASED ON AVERAGE 'IWO-MOWrrILY BILLS
lYPICAL nnsYEAR LAST YEAR
APPLIANCE New Ordinary Domestic I REDUCTION I REDUCTION
MIX Reducing Domestic
Two-part £.p %
Rate Tariff Tariff Tariff
COOKER ONLY £20.95 £23.22 DOWN 10%
COOKER & WATER I I £51.15 IHEATING £38.18 - LA&&~ DOWN 25%
COOKER & WATER I I £86.42HEATING & ONE FIRE £54.14 I - &I&iiiG.. DOWN 37%
COOKER & WATER
& CENTRAL HEATING £83.11 I - I £140.82 LAta,.. DOWN 41%
COOKER & CENTRAL
HEATING £70.59 DOWN 40%
TWO FIRES £36.26 DOWN 36%
LARGE CF.NTRAL
HEATING
INSTALLATION I £112.81 I - I £216.50 =t&ibiiii!.M DOWN 48%
TYPICAL RATES ON NEW INDUSTRlAU
COMMERCIAL TARIFF VERSUS PREVIOUS TARIFF
DubOn
Substantialreductions
forindustrialand
commercialusers
58.3
56.2
62.1
61.4
81.3
126.7
PRICE
(pence per Therm)
Average Price
New Industrial!
Commercial Tariff I REDUCTION
%
127.0
130.4
128.9
134.4
135.4
152.5
147.6
PRICE
(pence per Therm)
Average Price Old
Industrial and Special
Services Tariff
20
100
5.000
1.500
1.000
10.000
100.000
TIlERMS
Consumption per
month
D'Olier Street. Dublin 2.
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A6
A30
Fitzgerald Lightring
Stand Executive:
P. G. Fitzgerald
Normandy Way, Bodmin, Cornwall.
PL31 1HH
Tel: (0208) 5611
Fitzgerald Lightring are exhibiting a
selection from their comprehensive range
of fluorescent light fittings together with
some emergency lighting equipment.
The selection includes batten fittings,
using either standard tubes or the
energy-saving 26mm slim-tubes, with a full
range of attachments; modular fittings to
suit almost every application; corrosion and
dust resistant fittings; decorative circular
fittings.
The whole range is produced to BSI
standards, using a tough damage resistant
white epoxy powder finish and
polycarbonate lampholders. Domestic
products are all attractively packed in
illustrated cartons to help retailers in the
display of products.
Garo Electrical
Agencies
Stand Executives:
Tom King
Alan Doyle
48 Moyle Rd., Dublin Industrial Estate,
Glilsnevin, Dublin 11.
Tel: 303499 Telex: 30191 GEA El
A35
A31
Industrial Control
Stand Executives:
Bob Johnson
Ciaran Toft
Carol Smith
42 Golden Lane, Dublin 8.
Tel: 783811
Well known to panel builders and
wholesalers in Ireland, Industrial Control
are displaying a wide range of
electromechanical and electronic control
equipment, including the following:
Contactors, overloads, level and
temperature controls and motor starters
from Fantini Cosmi;
Eight and 11-pin plug in relays from Rele
Italiana;
Isolators and control switches from VM;
Electromechanical and electronic timers,
cam timers, clutch timers, card
programmers, from Fiber;
Complete range of magnets for
chemical, food, metal and mining
industries from Boxmag Rapid. Bob
Johnson, Ciaran Toft and Carol Smith are
on hand to give technical applications
information and up to date prices on these
products.
Irish Industries
Supplies
Stand Executive:
P. E. Gaskin
6
GEA, a modular range of both IP43 and
IP65 switch and fusegear up to 630 Amps;
Theben range of time switches and
controls;
GEA comprehensive display of CEE 17
plugs and sockets made from
polycarbonate;
Dietzel Univolt, one of the first
manufacturers of plastic ducting and
conduit for the electrical trade;
EGA miniature circuit breakers, single
pole and triple pole, and also introducing
EGA earth leakage circuit breakers;
GEA safety switches with and without
auxiliary contacts;
Viking cable junction boxes up to 4 x 6
sq. to IP65;
R.S.T. panel mounting ammeters,
voltmeters and current transformers; and
introducing "Encon", the first composite
• dual immersion heater control unit.
lIectra Official Catalogue 1983
26 Charles Lane, Mountjoy Sq., Dublin 1.
Tel: 740786/726555
liS are displaying a wide range of their
products and featuring new lines such as
Benraad radiators, Thomas and Mayer fan
heaters, Alien Martin automatic light and
heat switches and Gould Shwmut range of
switches.
These are in addition to the already wide
range of industrial and lighting products
marketed by Irish Industrial Supplies.
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VEKO: Lightlines.
ALLDUCT: Trunking.
REDBRO: Storage heaters.
Cable and cable related products include
NUCORD: NYM-J and flexible cord.
AKF: Small armoured cables.
MUCKENHAUPT & NUSSELT: Screened
flexibles and special control cables.
CROMPTON PARKINSON: Paper
insulated H.T. cables.
AMPLlVERSAL: Terminations and heat
shrink sleeving.
BURN TUBES: Galvanised tubing to SS
4568.
EWL are firmly established in the lighting
market and are proud to present -
DISANO: Fluorescent luminaires for almost
every application. Highbay fittings/outdoor
flood-lighting/lanterns for street, driveway
and pathway lighting, security lighting.
GLAMOX: Division 1 EXE, Division 2 to
IP67, International Certification/Marine
fittings and low bay discharge fittings/
aluminium cold store fittings -30°C.
Switchgear and allied products will
occupy a prominent position on the EWL
stand - of particular interest will be -
OTIERMILL WESTINGHOUSE: Sheet
steel switch and fusegear to SS.
HENSEL: Modular polycarbonate, insulated
switch and fusegear.
SKANELEK: Modular sheet steel switch
and fusegear.
SIBA: SS and VDE HRC fuses.
DOEPKE: ELCSs.
LEWDEN: Die cast plugs and sockets.
ELECTRO BALS: Plugs and sockets to
CEE 17 and for the first time in Ireland
LANFER PALADIN: Range of surface and
DIN rail mounted time switches.
, rt7eJ PI leS?' It-It ,I
Flexible Conduit
•~
Demesne Engineering Sales Ltd.
LOHUISr; 1BiI" is_ves_v.as'·'''1~ Cable Lugs/TerminalsLamps
[PillrnLrrn~R~elemecaniquel fIltmn Cab'e Markersu--.: J ,I/., .1
Control Gear
I~"""""""'~--In leCleab.e.~~~ersG-- '~.~·.C. Trunkin~, , U --1 MERLIN GERIN
Electronic Timers Circuit Breakers
Monarch Industrial Estate, Belgard Road, Tallaght, Co. Dublin. Tel.: 01-510054/512809 Telex: El 30454
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Al7 Core Electrical Al2 EDA
Stand Executives:
R. J. Cloughley
T. J. Keeley
17B Golden Bridge Industrial Estate,
Inchicore, Dublin 8.
Tel: 712034/712168
As sole agents, Core Electrical Ltd are
exhibiting the following: Marshall-Tufflex
range of PVC con~uit and fittings to BS
4607 & 6609; Patented mini-trunking
system with snap-on fittings,
Maxi-trunking; Skirting; and Architrave and
underfloor trunking. New products shown
are dry-liner boxes and junction boxes, and
the Austin Taylor range of products for the
telecommunication industry including
telephones, terminal boxes and electronic
PAX. The range of cable accessories
marketed under the Davico label are also
being introduced, including crimp
terminals, cable ties, flexible conduits and
glands.
A231 Demesne Eng. Sales
Stand Executive:
Noel McLoughlin
Monarch Industrial Estate, Tallaght, Co.
Dublin.
Tel: 510054/512809 Telex 30454
If your work involves you with control
wiring or power cables then Demesne
Engineering can supply you with a produce
that will protect, indicate and control your
electrical circuits. Their products will
identify, terminate, tie, carry and house
your cables and wires. The stock
availability of such well known
manufacturers as Telemecanique, R.T.A.,
Partex, Merlin Gerin, Lohuis, Tele Hasse,
Mecatraction, Flexa, Dahl, etc. is the
success of Demesne Engineering. Demesne
specialise in things for the end of your
cables: cable ties, lugs, trunking, terminals,
contactors, timers, control relays,
enclosures, flexible conduit and glands.
Flameproof boxes, starters, control
stations, float, foot, pressure and limit
switches. Push buttons, pilot lights, P.V.C.
trunking, starters, sensors and cable
markers.
Telemecanique contactors, control
relays, auxiliary contacts and terminal
blocks are guaranteed Irish manufacture.
4 lIectra Official Catalogue 1983
Stand Executive:
Roger O'Mahony
Raheen Industrial Estate, Limerick.
Tel: 061-29300
A special invention designed to "soft start"
industrial motors has been developed by
this dynamic Limerick firm and is being
exhibited for the first time at lIectra.
The new addition to the EDA three
phase "Powersense" motor controller
enables motors to start with far less
stresses and surges than with conventional
starters. Essentially, it applies an initial low
voltage to the motor which then increases
the voltage up to full supply at an optional
• rate, known as the "ramp time". An added
optional facility provided by the
"Powersense" unit can prevent the current
from increasing above a predetermined
limit.
This new "soft start" unit reduces the
running costs of an industrial motor in two
ways. The maximum demand charge -
and associated stresses - usually evident
when the motor is switched on, are greatly
reduced. Secondly, where a motor is
running "idle" for long intervals, it can
now be switched off and started again, at
will, as surges and stresses are eliminated.
The new EDA unit uses a high
performance microprocessor system and
high-powered semi-conductors, thereby
increasing its reliability and efficiency. The
microprocessor also reduces the
complexity of conventional circuits so that
costs associated with electro-mechanical
starter units are greatly diminished.
A29 I EWL Electric
Stand Executive:
Barry Egan
Portobello Bridge, Dublin 6.
Tel: 962733
EWL once again show a representative
selection from their comprehensive ranges
of equipment with a special emphasis on
products manufactured in Ireland.
Among the Irish manufacturers on
exhibition are -
IRISH CABLE & WIRE: Mains cables.
WESTINGHOUSE: Shaver light units and
circuit breakers.
LUXEX: Ventilux emergency lighting.
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A411 Aquateck
Stand Executive:
A. J. Rache
62 Upper Dorset Street, Dublin 2.
Tel: 787566/787802
A panel building company with rapid
growth since 1979, Aquateck has been
mainly involved in the export market in
England and in Northern Ireland. Panels
built by the company for water treatment
plants were rigorously tested before being
accepted by the Department of the
Environment and the U.K. Regional Water
Authorities.
The company is now seeking to expand
its business in the Republic in the following
sectors. Main and sub main distribution
boards; motor control centres; pumping
control panels; heating control panels;
import substitution - assembly of Star
Delta and direct on line starters to user's
requirements.
Quotations can be given by phoning A.
J. Roche at Dublin 787566 or 787802.
AI Castlereagh Sheet
Metal & Engineering
Stand Executive:
Trevar Weld Maore
clo Weld Moore Distributors Ltd.,
Smithfield, Dublin 7.
Tel: 725432
Castlereagh's display covers the standard
range of Uni-trunk cable trunking and
underfloor trunking systems. Also shown
is the new easy-way flush floor trunking
with sliding lid and drop service boxes.
This trunking has been designed for typical
office floor layouts where the position of
sockets is not known but can be fitted
later where required on the trunking.
Their Warmflow boiler display covers a
useful range of domestic sizes and in
addition a new low price back boiler of
high output. Local distributors are being
sought for these and exclusive areas will
be given to suitable firms.
A24 Champion FireDefence
Stand Executive:
J. Whan
Garville Drive, Rathgar, Dublin 6.
Tel: 975711
Fire is everyone's problem, when it occurs
the effects are far-reaching and in many
cases disastrous with loss of material,
equipment, stocks, and jobs. Ask yourself
- "What would it mean to the operation if
that building was lost or seriously
damaged?"
A correctly designed early warning fire
detection and alarm system designed to
BS 5839 Part 1 1980 using detectors
appropriate to the risk, an alarm that will
be clearly heard and with control and
indicating equipment to BS 3126 Part 4,
will give you a system designed so that
when you have a fire your loss will be as
small as possible. By providing portable fire
extinguishers and hose reels throughout
the premises, having personnel trained in
the correct use of these appliances and
ensuring that they are properly maintained
and readily available, will ensure that the
effects of fire will be restricted to a size
that will not cripple the business.
COMPLETE RANGE OF
FL UORESCENT LIGHTING
z_-
FITZGERALD% L1GHTRING LTD
8 WATT MINIATURES TO 75 WATT MODULES
4 WATT EMERGENCY TO 125 WATT BATTENS
Stocked & Distributed by
FALKS (EIRE) LTD.,
Unit 5, North Richmond Industrial Estate,
North Circular Road, Dublin 1
Phone: 745036/7/8
STAND NO. A6
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Softstart
Payback 1 Year
Efficient Motor Control
POWERSENSE
Installed in Irish Companies
POWERSENSE is
Saving of 510/0 kWh on Machine Tools
Saving of 43% kWh on Punch Presses
Saving of 250/0 kWh on Injection Moulding
Machines
POWERSENSE
eliminates the inefficiency of lightly-loaded motors.
Independently measured and verified.
Full details, application histories and priCing from:
Electronic Design &. Assembly Ltd.
Raheen Industrial Estate, Limerick. Tel: 061-29300; Telex: 70280.
2 lIectra Official Catalogue 1983
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11 . IContml .quipm.nt••tart....
: Telemecanlque contactors. etc. (Guaranteed
Irishl.
11 . ICanali. bu.bar "unking for~ Telemecanlque I;ghting and pow.r d;."ibution.
~MGAO;stdbut;on boa,d .yst.m.Enclosures for Mea and controlgear.
IF SWITCHGEAR IS YOUR BUSINESS
SUPPLYING YOU IS OURS
Miniature and moulded case
circuit breakers.M+G
Welcome to
UU~(5[?~
Ireland's~>~ff<Electrotechnical ..
EXhibition
Orbil:ec Complete range of speciallamps.
Welcome to lIectra '83 which in conjunction
with IhVex '83 makes it the biggest combined
exhibition of building services equipment
staged in Ireland. This new recipe of combining
the shows has proven a good mix which will
give visitors a unique chance to see a vast
range of all types of building services
equipment under the one roof. The identity of
either exhibition will not be lost however as the
stands for each show are in adjoining areas
with interlinking passages to allow a free flow
of visitors to each separate area.
A number of exhibitors have indicated that
they will be using the show to launch new
products and it is anticipated that others will
take advantage of the large attendance to
initiate new sales campaigns.
The exhibition will be officially opened by the
Minister for State at the Department of Industry
& Energy, Mr. Edward Collins, T.D. Also invited
to the show are key decision makers and
buyers in industry as well as the trade itself as
the show is of course strictly for the trade.
Finally, may the show be a success for you.
whether you are a visitor or an exhibitor, and it
is to be hoped that the combined shows will
bring a greater understanding between the two
sections of the building services industry.
IIj I~1 :fIT:1
mm
POIIIDOD +
KOlDolzke
•WALTER
WERKE
1mB
ZETTLER
Audible alarms. rotating and
flashing beacons.
H!lzard warning lamps. search
lights. traffic signals.
Qt type circuit breakers. high
rupturing capacity (30KA @
380V1.
Busbars in metre lengths SP
and 3 phase from Mea
mounting.
Quartz time clocks 100 hour
reserve. day ommission.
Industrial plugs and sockets
water protected CEE type.
MCB's, earth leakage circuit
breakers and relays.
Communication systems,
nurses-call system, fire alarm
systems.
k~~·
Gerry Murphy,
Managing Director, ITTEX Ltd.
YORKSHIRE
SWITCHGEAR
Em
STAFFORD
High tension equipment.
Measurement relays.
VarnerLimit"d
60 Upper Dorset Street Dublin 1 Telephone: 745501 Telex: 31357 El
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ASelection from Noel McCobe
with the Sole Irish Agency for
and
HAND TOOLS
These world-renowned brands of Hand
Tools have been manufactured to the
highest specifications and standards by
Friedrich Heber of Remscheid, West
Germany, since 1898. ATHLETA and
ATHLET are two of the most reliable
and favourite brands of Hand Tools on
the Irish market for many years.
Trade and industrial enquiries to:-
...cable 'eels with safety cut-outs cooteal
such overloads, the built-in cut-out having a
double purpose as temperature and current
limiter:
The safety cut-out will switch off before
damaging overheating an occur.
The safety cut-out will disconnect at constant
loads in excess of the permissible loads:
MK 23
Noel McCabe
Distributors Lld.
Bluebell Industrial Estate, r I A_ ..
Dublin 12. lel: 783123/783211/783002
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5/7 Main Street. Blackrock.
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All editorial contents and all
advertisement artwork prepared
by the publishers. Irish
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Ltd .• 1983.
1983 - How Far
Have We Come?
IhVex '83 is now only days away and as final plans are being made
for both the show and the CIBS symposium on Computers in the
Building Services Industry let us take a few minutes to look at the
industry and what has happened since the last IhVex. Natural Gas
has arrived in Dublin and is already being used as a feedstock. two
years ago it was all "in the pipeline". Oil was still in short supply and
the spiralling prices of crude were still presenting International
financial and economic problems, today OPEC is in disarray and we
seem to be at the start of a price war between the Gulf States.
Governments both North and South were spending millions on
energy conservation but today grants have been reduced or
completely cut (attic insulation) and the general feeling is that at
least energywise things are coming back to normal. Oh how foolish
we are, you would think we would have learned something from the
last few years, the days of cheap energy will never return, the least
we can now expect is a levelling out of the price spiral and so
energy conservation should remain as our top priority. Being efficient
is part of energy conservation and if the earler technical evening on
computers held by the CIBS is anything to go by there is a lot to be
learned at the CIBS symposium.
IhVex itself with the range of equipment and systems on display is
undoubtedly the window on the industry and what ever is happening
in the industry can be seen at IhVex. The show will be opened by
Edward Coli ins, T.D., Minister for State at the Department of .
Industry and Energy.
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